
ELASTIC CONTAINER REGISTRY 

BASICS ECR FACTS

CHEAT SHEET

ECR is the native AWS resource which
hosts container images.

These images can optionally be
tagged for easy reference.

Built to store potentially many versions of a single 
image. If you have two totally different images (not just 
the same image with different tags) to store, put them 
in two different ECRs.

ECRs store container images built by any tool (usually 
Docker), and each image is tagged with a specific 
image tag that is set by the tool uploading to ECR (e.g. 
:v1.0.2) as well as the “:latest” tag, which changes each 
time a new image is uploaded.

If “tag immutability” is set, image attached to a tag can’t 
be over-written.

Images can optionally be encrypted with KMS AWS 
provided or customer-provided keys. This adds an 
additional security step, since access to the decryption 
key is also required to access the images.

Older images can be automatically removed with a 
Lifecycle Policy.

IAM POLICY EXAMPLE
Permit account B and C access to download images from ECR in account A.

However, an IAM policy can be added to limit access to the ECR to specific roles,
or from specific public IPs.

Images can optionally be encrypted with a KMS-controlled private key (CMK), and the IAM policy on 
the key resource can provide another layer of security for the images in each ECR.

Has no IAM policy.
Permits same-account principals to access the ECR
(provided the principal’s IAM policies permit this).

By default, each ECR:

This uses a broad filter “:root” which indicates the entire account 222 and 333 are trusted.

If principals in those accounts are granted rights to access this ECR,
they will be permitted by this ECR resource policy.

HOW DOES IAM FIT?
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IAM-RELATED CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
|    An IAM JSON document governing who can access

Encryption (AES256) |    Encryption used to encrypt the stored images

Recommendation: For the most secure workloads, limit the roles that can access the ECR.

Recommendation: For max security, set this policy to permit access to only the specific principals and roles that require access.

Warn:  Changing this setting after creation will rebuild the resource and destroy any hosted images.

Defaults to blank, and permits same-account access (provided principal’s role permits).
Can limit access to specific roles, regions, public IPs, etc.

Permissions (none) 

Defaults to AES256, and access controlled only via IAM.
If KMS is selected, images encrypted with that private key, and access can also be controlled by who can access
the private key for decryption.

OTHER OPTIONS

By default, all images are retained, which can quickly cost a
great deal. A lifecycle policy automatically deletes images after
XX amount of days, those with/without tags, or after a number
of images is satisfied.

Lifecycle Policy (none) 

Controls whether the image referenced by a tag can change.
Image Tag Mutability (Mutable) 

Recommendation: The most reliable workloads set this to Immutable, and
use a different tag for each version of the image published. This is relatively
inflexible, setting should be based on business needs: flexible vs reliable.

Boolean, determines if security scanning should happen
automatically on new image upload.

Scan-on-Push (true) 

Recommendation: Basic scanning is both free and incredibly useful.
Definitely set this to true.

Note: AWS provides both “basic” scanning on native ECR, as well as
“enhanced” scanning using the Inspector tool.

Name
A name is required.

Names must start with a letter and can only contain lowercase letters,
numbers, hyphens, underscores, and forward slashes. Forward slashes
can create a folder-like structure to be used for permissions granting.

The newest image pushed to the 
registry has the “:latest” tag; best 
practice is to use specific versions, e.g.  
“ContainerName:v1.0.2”, and pin other 
services to those specific versions.

ECR also permits encrypting images 
with a KMS key.

When Scan-On-Push is enabled, ECR 
will scan a new image for security 
vulnerabilities, and provide a list of them 
with remediation and risk information 
right in the ECR.


